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MESSAGING & COVID-19

As marketers, this is the most challenging period 
to navigate. It’s turned our lives upside down, but 
it’s also underlined the importance of flexibility, 
contingency planning and reliance on data to 
inform our decisions as marketers. 
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Changing 
Habits: More 
connections 
with loved ones.

At the beginning of the outbreak in the U.S., Americans were feeling concerned about the 
health and safety of their families and either spent more time with them or reached out to 
them more often. 
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Health continues 
to be the 
immediate 
concern, for now.

Across demographics and political groups, health is the biggest concern for audiences.
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Personal 
economic 
concerns are 
growing among 
the general 
public.

While we are a ways off from fully having a handle on Covid-19, the personal economic 
fallout is becoming a larger concern for consumers than the global or national economy. 
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Consumers 
approve of 
brands who are 
communicating 
relevant 
messages about 
response to 
Covid-19.

The majority of US consumers approve of brands showcasing how they are responding to 
Covid-19 in advertising, and an even greater proportion approve of brands that provide 
practical tips & info. Advertising as usual received approval ratings of about 48%.
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However, 
consumers are 
also feeling 
inundated with 
overly 
sentimental/sea 
of sameness 
around Covid-19.

https://youtu.be/vM3J9jDoaTA 
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Staggered 
market opening 
and recovery 
pose tremendous 
challenges for 
global brands.

While markets like China are starting to see an uptick in economic activity, increased travel 
and lifting occupancy rates, other markets lag behind with no clarity on when their recovery 
can begin.
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People are more 
optimistic about 
their country’s 
ability to 
overcome, but 
less confident 
about the global 
recovery.

Knowing that consumers are more likely to want to stay closer to home immediately 
following containment of Covid-19, how does that impact your international marketing 
efforts? 

Source: Global Web Index, 
Coronavirus Research, Wave 2
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Private and 
public sectors are 
looking to 
innovation to 
help speed the 
rebound process.

Many countries and companies are working on innovations and technology that will help 
fast-track the ability for countries to open up economic activity safely to increase consumer 
confidence. 
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Be mindful of 
how ready your 
consumers and 
communities are 
as things open.

As markets open up, we have to be mindful of the fact that residents may not be ready to 
receive visitors into their community. This will require a unique balancing act for businesses 
that rely on visitors as well as residents to sustain their success. 

Source: Destination Analysis
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Be prepared to 
navigate the 
clutter of the 
24-hour news 
cycle.

Because of the 24-hour news cycle, anything can and will be politicized. Political fallout 
from government action/inaction will dominate the news cycles. Navigating the clutter will 
be a challenge, but the pulse of your audience is what should be prioritized.
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PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
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Digital and social 
consumption is 
way up.

Aside from immediate Covid-19 activities, consumers are looking for distractions and help, 
and they’re going online as their main resource.Source: Global Web Index, 

Coronavirus Research, Wave 2
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Broadcast is also 
seeing an 
increase during 
this time period.

Broadcast TV has seen its first increase in consumption in many years due to lockdown and 
consumers spending more time at home. How can your brand be a solution to the need for 
information or to serve as a valuable distraction?

Source: Global Web Index, 
Coronavirus Research, Wave 2
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Americans are 
open to 
live-streaming, 
particularly 
younger ones.

Does the opportunity for live-streaming fundamentally change the way that brands can 
engage with consumers outside of store or in-person experiences?Source: Global Web Index, 

Coronavirus Research, Wave 2
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Attitudes 
towards 
advertising

● 7 in 10 approve of coronavirus-focused advertising, but 50% still 
approve of “normal” advertising 

● Globally, about 50% say they approve of brands running “normal” 
advertising campaigns which aren’t linked to coronavirus; 
○ only around 20% express disapproval, with the rest being 

neutral. 
○ “normal” advertising is the only one to see disapproval ratings 

climb toward 20%. 
○ we see higher approval scores for brands running campaigns 

which show how they are responding to coronavirus / helping 
customers, as well as for contacting customers to let them know 
how they are responding (both at around 80%)

Source: Global Web Index, 
Coronavirus Research, Wave 2
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Attitudes 
towards 
advertising

● The highest approval ratings of all come for brands providing practical 
information / tips which help people to deal with the situation 
○ close to 90% support this
○ the lowest scores are seen for “normal” advertising (52%) and 

brands continuing to sell non-essential products online (60%). 
○ It’s still majorities who support these two activities, but it’s an 

indicator that any “business as normal” activities need to be 
managed very carefully. 

● At least 20% say they plan to watch more news coverage, watch more 
streaming services, watch more videos, or spend more time socializing 
together as a family. 

Source: Global Web Index, 
Coronavirus Research, Wave 2
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Increased 
demand for 
long-form and 
video content

● Video platforms have a strong opportunity
○ ⅓ want more funny videos / memes
○ a similar proportion want how-to or tutorial videos which teach 

them how to do new things

●  In some cases, age is a huge determining factor 
○ Films and TV repeats have relative cross-age appeal
○ Gen Z and then Millennials are the keenest for most other types 

of content – with the generational splits most pronounced for 
updates from vloggers / bloggers, live esports streams and 
funny videos. 

Source: Global Web Index, 
Coronavirus Research, Wave 2
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People miss their 
old routines, but 
expect many of 
the changes to be 
around for the 
long haul.

Many Americans are adapting to the “new normal” but do miss their old routines. Time will 
tell if many of the new routines stay around long after Covid-19 is contained. Source: Ipsos Commercial 

Covid-19 Tracker
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Increased focus 
on health and 
well-being.

What opportunities are there to support consumers in their new focus on health and 
well-being?Source: Global Web Index, 

Coronavirus Research, Wave 2
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INNOVATIVE EXAMPLES
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Social 
responsibility 
matters, especially 
when seeking 
younger 
audiences.

https://adage.com/article/cmo
-strategy/coke-puts-social-di
stancing-message-times-squa
re/2245631
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Social 
responsibility 
matters, especially 
when seeking 
younger 
audiences.

https://www.reebok.com/us/gi
veback
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Social 
responsibility 
matters, especially 
when seeking 
younger 
audiences.

https://www.reebok.com/us/gi
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Lead with empathy 
and 
human-centric 
messages.

https://www.caranddriver.com
/news/a31560228/hyundai-ge
nesis-customer-assurance-co
ronavirus/ 
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Lead with empathy 
and 
human-centric 
messages.

https://www.collegehunkshaul
ingjunk.com/blog/2020/april/c
ollege-hunks-hauling-junk-
moving-provides-free-/
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Embracing virtual 
connections

https://www.boredpanda.com/
national-cowboy-museum-he
ad-of-security-twitter/?utm_
source=google&utm_medium
=organic&utm_campaign=org
anic
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Demonstrating 
relevance to the 
“stay at home” 
lifestyle
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Demonstrate 
support for fellow 
businesses, and 
even competitors.

https://www.instagram.com/st
ories/highlights/17917386964
408051/
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Innovating new 
ways to support 
response and 
recovery.

https://www.diageo.com/ 
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Innovating new 
delivery 
mechanisms/
opening new 
revenue streams

https://www.boredpanda.com/
national-cowboy-museum-he
ad-of-security-twitter/?utm_
source=google&utm_medium
=organic&utm_campaign=org
anic
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Opportunity for 
unique 
collaborations

https://www.apple.com/newsr
oom/2020/04/apple-and-goog
le-partner-on-covid-19-conta
ct-tracing-technology/
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National Cowboy 
Museum: a lesson 
on being human, 
authentic.

https://www.boredpanda.com/
national-cowboy-museum-he
ad-of-security-twitter/?utm_
source=google&utm_medium
=organic&utm_campaign=org
anic
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ADAPTING TO THE NEW NORMAL
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Keep your communications relevant & aligned with consumer priorities

Planning Guidelines

01
Leverage data to gauge market readiness for your message02
Seek innovation in operations AND how you communicate03
Plan, create a contingency (or two), be prepared to pivot04
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Be human above all - let your values guide your messaging

Messaging Guidelines

01
Don’t leverage the crisis to your advantage - consumers are too savvy for that02
Add real, tangible value to consumers / society03
Align marketing approach to new behavioral norms04
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